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Abstract. This paper presents a system for detection and recognition of pests in
stored-grain based on video analysis. Unlike current systems which conduct
analysis of static images, the proposed system uses video data captured by
camera and performs video analysis to detect and recognize pests in grain. By
using video data instead of static images, techniques such as motion estimation
and multiple-frame verification are used to locate, count and recognize pests.
Compared to systems based on image processing, the proposed system is more
robust to moving pests and avoids missing and re-counting of moving pests.
Furthermore, by analyzing motion of pests in video, the system can only count
living pests and ignore dead ones, which are recommended by national standard
of grain quality and cannot be achieved by current systems based on static
image processing.
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Introduction

It is well known that pests inflict great damage to stored grain. For instance, in China,
pests in grain cause loss of more than one billion Yuan every year. To avoid
damaging to stored grain, it is vital to detect, recognize, and count pests in stored
grain, since these operations offer information such as pest species and pest density
for further measurements.
In earlier research efforts, pests are detected, recognized and counted manually [12]. For these methods, the results depended on environments and human operation,
which make the methods unreliable. Other researchers try to detect pests
automatically using near infrared spectrum or X-ray scanning [3-4]. These methods
can yield good results, but they are of low efficiency and require expensive devices.
These days, methods based on machine vision and computer image processing
become the most popular method due to their low cost, high efficiency and good
performance [5-14]. These methods usually analyze images of grain taken by a
camera to detect pests and use classifiers such as Neural Network or Support Vector
Machine to recognize pest species. There are two major problems of these methods:
first, since only one or few static images are processed, noises in images and moving
pests may cause detection errors; secondly, it is impossible to decide whether the

pests detected are living in static images, while only living pest density are considered
in national standard of grain quality since only living pests can cause damages.
To solve the problems of current machine-vision-based systems, this paper
presents a system for detection and recognition of pests in stored-grain based on video
analysis. The system uses video data captured by a camera and performs video
analysis to detect and recognize pests in grain. By using video data instead of static
images, techniques such as motion estimation and multiple-frame verification are
used to locate, count and recognize pests. The proposed system is more robust to
moving pests and avoids missing and re-counting of moving pests. Furthermore, by
analyzing motion of pests in video, the system can only count living pests and ignore
dead ones.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed system.

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed system consists of two subsystems: video
collection subsystem and video processing system. The two systems will be detailed
in Section 2 and Section 3.
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Video Collection Subsystem

The video collection subsystem is used to capture video of stored-grain. It is mainly a
hardware subsystem similar to that proposed in [6].
As shown in Fig. 1, the video collection is composed of four major components:
grain sampling device, grain conveying device, illumination device and video capture
device. The grain sampling device is used to take samples of stored grain. The device
works like a pump and sucks grain though pipes to the conveying device. The
conveying device is a conveyer belt moving at constant speed. The grain is placed of
single layer on the belt, which makes all pests in grain can appear in the video. The
illumination device is a LED light which makes sure the video captured in good and
constant illumination condition. The video capture device consists of a CCD camera
and video capture card. The device is connected to a computer through USB port.

When the device is running, video of grain on the conveyer belt is captured and
transferred into computer memory at real time.
The main difference between the proposed video collection subsystem and current
image-based systems (such as the system in [6]) is that the proposed system takes
video of grain instead of static images. Unlike current systems which take every
image within a short interval (0.6 second in [6]), our system takes continuous video at
speed of 25 frames per second. The video is transferred and stored into computer
memory and disk for further processing in the video processing subsystem.
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Video Processing Subsystem

The video processing subsystem is a software system running on a computer. It
receives video signal captured by the video collection subsystem as input and
performs video analysis to detect, count and recognize pests in the video.
Before video analysis, the continuous video signal is first segmented into video
segments. The length of segment depends on moving speed of the conveyer belt. In
our implementation, the segment length is set as 2 seconds.
As shown in Fig. 1, the video processing procedure includes 3 stages: pest
detection, living pest counting and pest recognition, which correspond to the three
major modules of the video processing subsystem.
3.1

Pest Detection Module

In current systems based on image processing, since only one static image is
processed, detection errors may be caused by noise, and miss or re-counting may be
caused by motion of pests. In the proposed system, a segment of frames in video is
used instead of a single image, so verification across multiple frames can be
performed to avoid missing and re-counting caused by noise or pest motion.
Before multi-frame verification, pests are segmented in each frame of the input
video: First, the image is processed using image sharpen to increase the difference
between pest areas and the background. Then, pest areas are segmented from
background using thresholds obtained by K-means clustering of the pixels in the
image. Finally, more accurate areas of pests are obtained by morphological operations.
After obtaining pest areas in each frame, multi-frame verification is performed
using a neighbor-searching method. For each pest area in each frame, the image area
around the pest area is divided into multiple blocks. For the prior and next frame,
searching of pests is performed in the neighbor blocks. If pest areas exist, similarity is
calculated between pest areas in current frame and in adjacent frames. Finally,
decision is made of whether the pest area in current frame is a false detection by
thresholding the similarity. An illustration is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Illustration of multi-frame verification.

It can be seen that by using multi-frame verification, errors caused by noise or pest
motion can be avoided. Therefore, better detection results can be obtained using the
proposed system.
3.2

Living Pest Counting Module

As motioned above, in current system based on image processing, it is difficult to
only count living pests and ignore dead ones since only static images are processed. In
the proposed video-based system, a segment of video is processed. Therefore, living
pests can be detected by analyzing their motion in the video.
Since the grain on the conveyer belt is moving, motion of living pests can not be
detected simply by using difference of frames. Therefore, the aim of living pest
detection based on video analysis is to detect local motion of living pests within
global motion of grain in the video.
In the living pest counting module, global motion estimation is performed to obtain
parameters of motion between grain and the camera. In our work, a six-parameter
affine model is used: if the 2D coordinates of one point on an object in continuous
frames are ( x, y ) and ( x ', y ') , the affine model of six parameters is
x′ = a1 x + a2 y + a3 ,

y ′ = a4 x + a5 y + a6

(1)

where a1 , a2 ,...a6
are parameters related to the camera. In our work, these
parameters are estimated by global motion estimation of feature points which may be
fix points marked on the conveyer belt. When global motion parameters are estimated,
local motion of pest areas can be detected across multiple frames, and pests without
motion are classified as dead ones.
When living pests are detected in each video segment, the count of living pest will
accumulate to give total count of living pests.

3.3

Pests Recognition Module

The aim of pest recognition is to recognize species of pests. In current systems based
on image processing, recognition errors may be caused by noise or override between
grain and pest. In the pest recognition module of the proposed system based on video
analysis, a multi-frame verification technique is also utilized to achieve better
performance.
For each frame in the video segment, features including gray value, area,
circumference, texture are extracted for pest areas recognition. These features are
input into a SVM classifier to recognize the specie of the pest. The SVM classifier is
trained with samples of pests using the same image features. The classification result
of SVM is represented as probabilities of each species.
After getting specie-probabilities of each frame, multi-frame verification is
performed by calculating the average probability value of each specie and choosing
the one with maximum average probability as final recognition result.
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Conclusions

This paper presents a system for detection and recognition of pests in stored-grain
based on video analysis. While current systems conduct analysis of static images, the
proposed system performs video analysis to achieve better performance. The system
consists of video collection and video processing subsystems. In the video processing
subsystem, techniques such as motion estimation and multiple-frame verification are
used to locate, count and recognize pests.
As to our knowledge, the system proposed in this paper is the first system which
performs video analysis for pest detection and recognition in stored grain. Compared
to systems based on image processing, the proposed system is more robust to moving
pests and avoids missing and re-counting of moving pests. Furthermore, the system
can only count living pests and ignore dead ones, which is recommended by national
standard of grain quality and cannot be achieved by current systems based on image
processing.
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